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Original Article

Does trust blossom or wither in the presence of social con-
straints? One influential school of thought common to econom-
ics and political science suggests that social constraints are an 
effective tool for establishing trust between two parties (Farrell 
2009; Greif 2006; Knight 2001; North 1990; Rothstein and 
Stolle 2008; Sztompka 1999). Another equally influential grow-
ing body of work found in sociology and social psychology sug-
gests the opposite: social constraints increase trust in the short 
run but ultimately undermine trust in the long run (Irwin, 
Mulder, and Simpson 2014; Malhotra and Murnighan 2002; 
Mulder et al. 2006; Simpson and Eriksson 2009). I contribute to 
this debate by integrating elements from both perspectives and 
by arguing that social constraints do indeed increase trust, but 
only to the extent that individuals attribute another’s perceived 
trustworthiness to the situation (Gilbert and Malone 1995). If 
actors draw situational attributions and perceive another’s trust-
worthiness as extrinsically motivated, then social constraints 
have strong positive effects on trust. If, on the other hand, actors 
draw dispositional attributions and perceive another’s trustwor-
thiness as intrinsically motivated, then social constraints have 
null to weak positive effects on trust.

In administering two survey experiments to Amazon.com 
Mechanical Turk (MTurk) workers (n = 1,388 and n = 1,419), 
I show that the causal relation between social constraints and 

trust is moderated by causal attributions: social constraints 
increase trust for those who gravitate toward external attribu-
tions, but not for those who tend toward internal attributions, 
while internal attributions produce greater trust than external 
attributions, even in the presence of social constraints. These 
findings provide support for my integrated model’s core 
claim and have implications for future research and theory.

Social Constraints, Causal Attributions, 
and Trust

Trust is a belief about another person’s trustworthiness with 
respect to a particular matter at hand that emerges under con-
ditions of unknown outcomes, where trustworthiness is the 
capability (competence and ability) and commitment (exer-
tion and motivation) of a trustee (Hardin 2002; Robbins 
forthcoming-b). Trust, in other words, is a dyadic (Wilson 
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and Eckel 2011) and relational concept (Cook, Hardin, and 
Levi 2005) in which actor A (the truster) trusts actor B (the 
trustee) when actor A believes that actor B is capable and 
committed to perform matter Y (what A wants B to do) under 
conditions of unknown outcomes.1 According to this defini-
tion, trustworthiness begets trust, yet which forms of trust-
worthiness are necessary and or sufficient to produce trust is 
an outstanding question.

Drawing on Hobbesian notions of social order, one 
school of thought suggests that social constraints—inter-
ventions external to or beyond an exchange relationship 
that influence behavior by altering the costs and benefits of 
action—are sufficient for trust to develop (Farrell 2009; 
Greif 2006; Knight 2001; North 1990; Rothstein and Stolle 
2008). Binding contracts, legal regulations, and social 
norms are examples of exogenous motivators that foster 
trustworthiness: the breach of contract, the force of law, 
and the promise of collective shaming respectively moti-
vate individuals to act in the interests of others. Under these 
conditions, the costs and benefits associated with social 
constraints align the interests of both parties and compel a 
trustee, out of self-interest, to act trustworthily toward a 
truster. With this deterrence-based view of trust, trustwor-
thiness is realized when the interests of one party encapsu-
late the other (Farrell 2009), and as a result, any social 
constraint external to an exchange relationship is sufficient 
to produce trustworthiness and, hence, trust.

An alternative school of thought holds that social con-
straints undermine cooperation and trust (Titmuss 1970). 
Scholars in this area suggest that when an actor is intrinsically 
motivated to perform a given act but is subject to an external 
reward or punishment, the actor will attribute his or her 
behavior to the extrinsic device rather than to intrinsic desires 
(Deci, Koestner, and Ryan 1999). External motivators in this 
instance replace, or crowd out, internal motivations and an 
actor’s intrinsic desire to perform a given act decreases. The 
implication being that intrinsically motivated cooperation 
dissipates through time in the presence of social constraints.

Recent work suggests that the scope of the crowding-out 
effect extends beyond one’s own intrinsic motivations to 
beliefs about the intrinsic motivations of others. Mulder et al. 
(2006) and colleagues (Irwin et al. 2014) argued that social 
constraints serve as signals of distrust and undermine trust 
when used (see also Chen, Pillutla, and Yao 2009; Kuwabara 
2015; Malhotra and Murnighan 2002; Simpson and Eriksson 
2009). To test this proposition, the authors used a method 
known as removing the sanction (Deci 1971). The logic 

1Other common definitions of trust in the literature underscore 
trusting people in general (e.g., strangers, fellow citizens) and for 
all matters, what some refer to as generalized trust, social trust, or 
general social trust (Putnam 2000; Rothstein 2000; Uslaner 2002; 
see Nannestad 2008 for a review). The definition of trust used here, 
in contrast, centers on trust in specific people for particular matters 
(see Robbins forthcoming-b).

2The social psychological dynamics behind the FAE and other 
forms of CB are central to my integrated model. FAE is the ten-
dency to overestimate the effect of disposition (or internal psy-
chology) and underestimate the effect of the situation (or external 
factors) in explaining social behavior, while CB is the tendency 
to draw dispositional inferences from behavior regardless of situ-
ational factors. For instance, if you provide me with poor service 
at a restaurant, I might attribute your poor service to laziness or 
carelessness—dispositional factors—whereas, in reality, a death 
in the family—the situation—influenced your poor service. If 
I, as a customer, was aware of the death in your family but still 
attributed your poor service to laziness and carelessness, FAE 
would be at work. If I did not know about the death in your family 
and attributed your poor service to laziness and carelessness, CB 
would be at work.

behind this method suggests that levels of trust should 
decline for treatment groups when sanctions are introduced 
and then removed. Control groups sans sanctions should not 
experience similar declines in trust. The argument is that 
social constraints simultaneously increase the belief that 
trusted actors are externally motivated to cooperate but 
decrease the belief that trusted actors are internally moti-
vated to cooperate. In other words, social constraints act as 
countervailing forces that promote and undermine trust via 
causal attributions.

In an effort at synthesis and integration, I argue that social 
constraints increase trust but that causal attributions moder-
ate—not mediate as suggested by the crowding-out tradi-
tion—the relation between social constraints and trust. To 
put it differently, social constraints increase trust but the size 
and magnitude of this effect is conditional on whether the 
trustworthiness of others is perceived as intrinsically or 
extrinsically motivated. To make this claim, I draw on the 
attribution bias literature in social psychology, which finds 
that peoples’ attributions regarding the causes of their own 
and others’ behaviors do not always mirror reality (Jones and 
Harris 1967; Ross 1977). What the attribution bias literature 
shows is that some individuals correctly estimate the intrin-
sic and extrinsic motivations behind other peoples’ behavior, 
while some individuals do not (Gilbert and Malone 1995).

Drawing on the arguments above, I take the next logical 
step and contend that causal attributions influence not only 
explanations of observed behavior but also expectations of 
future behavior, even in the absence of prior behavior. I make 
such claims because the mechanisms accounting for attribu-
tion biases such as the fundamental attribution error (FAE) 
and correspondence bias (CB) are activated when expecta-
tions about a person’s trustworthiness are formed (Gilbert 
and Malone 1995; Jones and Harris 1967; Ross 1977).2 First, 
a person may lack awareness of the causal role a situational 
force might play in the prior and future behavior of others. 
Second, a person may be aware of the causal role a situa-
tional force might play but hold unrealistic expectations 
about how the situation affects another’s prior and future 
behavior. Taken together, lack of awareness and unrealistic 
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expectations should produce expectations of trustworthiness 
that underestimate the causal role of situational forces.

I thus expect social constraints to increase trust, with 
stronger positive effects when a person’s trustworthiness is 
perceived as externally motivated and weaker positive 
effects when a person’s trustworthiness is perceived as 
internally motivated, where the latter is driven by lack of 
awareness and unrealistic expectations.3 I also expect 
greater trust among actors who underestimate the effects of 
social constraints (and draw dispositional inferences regard-
ing another’s trustworthiness) than actors who attribute the 
effects of social constraints to the situation because per-
ceived internal motivations produce greater trust than per-
ceived external motivations (Mayer, Davis, and Schoorman 
1995; Yamagishi and Yamagishi 1994). In short, social con-
straints do not necessarily undermine or crowd-out trust. 
Instead, the deterrence-based effect of social constraints on 
trust varies to the extent that one draws dispositional or situ-
ational attributions of another’s perceived trustworthiness.4

See Figure 1 for causal diagrams illustrating the deter-
rence-based view, the crowding-out perspective, and my 
integrated model

Method

Design, Participants, and Procedure

To examine the causal relation between perceived trustwor-
thiness and trust, I use a factorial survey experiment design 
(Auspurg and Hinz 2015; Hainmueller, Hopkins, and 
Yamamoto 2014; Jasso 2006; Rossi and Knock 1982). This 
approach presents respondents with hypothetical scenarios 
containing situational and relational conditions of theoretical 
importance. With this method, a researcher systematically 
manipulates features of a social context that theoretically 
influence judgment-making processes of interest. For the 
present study, I have created two hypothetical scenarios, a car 
repair scenario (study 1a) and a group project scenario (study 
1b), each consisting of 10 dimensions, in which subjects are 
asked the extent to which they trust a hypothetical auto 
mechanic or group project member. In creating the vignette 
scenarios and dimensions, I was guided by the trust literature, 
my integrated model, and a pilot study. The two scenarios 
were developed to explore the robustness of findings under 

Figure 1. Models of trust from the deterrence-based view, the 
crowding-out perspective, and an integrated model.

different conditions, such as the principal-agent problem (car 
repair scenario) versus the collective action problem (group 
project scenario), rather than test hypothesized differences in 
parameter estimates across scenarios.

Each hypothetical scenario features a 5 (age: 20, 30, 40, 50, 
or 60 years) × 4 (race: white, black, Hispanic, or Asian) × 2 
(gender: male or female) × 2 (reputation: no reputation or posi-
tive reputation) × 3 (halo: blank, bad used computer, or good 
used computer) × 2 (competence: blank or competent) × 2 
(exertion: blank or hard-working) × 6 (perceived internal moti-
vations: uncooperative, no prior interaction, prior interaction, 
encapsulated interests, goodwill, or virtuous dispositions) × 3 
(contract: blank, nonbinding contract, or binding contract) × 3 
(regulation: no regulations, nonmonetary regulations, or mon-
etary regulations) multifactorial vignette design, which yields a 
factorial object universe of 51,840 (24 × 33 × 41 × 51 × 61) 
unique vignettes in which all possible combinations of dimen-
sions were included in the factorial object universe. The dimen-
sions for age, race, gender, reputation, halo, competence, 
exertion, and perceived internal motivations will be explored in 
other papers (e.g., Robbins forthcoming-a).

I administered a Web-based version of my survey experi-
ments to Amazon.com MTurk workers during the fall of 
2013. A total of 1,388 workers participated in study 1a (52 
percent men, mean age = 32.61 years, SD = 11.51 years), 
while 1,419 workers participated in study 1b (44 percent men, 
mean age = 32.10 years, SD = 10.89 years). To be eligible, 
workers must have been legal adults residing in the United 
States with approval rates of 90 percent or above on previous 
tasks. No worker participated in both studies. The overall 
sample size was determined by a power analysis, and my data 

3I expect similar processes regardless of culture: only the rate of 
attribution biases should vary from culture to culture (Morris and 
Peng 1994).
4Yamagishi and Yamagishi (1994) distinguished between expec-
tations based on inferences about another’s internal motivations 
(trust) and external motivations (assurance). Following the encap-
sulated-interests literature (Cook et al. 2005; Farrell 2009; Hardin 
2002), I contend that social constraints, a form of external motiva-
tion, are sufficient to produce trust but that their effects depend on 
if and how they are perceived.
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collection stopping rule for each study consisted of reaching a 
target sample size of 1,350 respondents who completed and 
submitted a human intelligence task to Amazon.com (see the 
Supplemental Materials online for more information).

After consenting to participate, workers were shown a cov-
ersheet asking respondents to imagine a hypothetical car repair 
or group project scenario. Participants were then quizzed on 
the respective scenarios and shown 10 vignettes randomly 
drawn with replacement from the vignette object universe of 
51,840 unique vignettes. Although the levels of each dimen-
sion were randomized, the order of dimensions was fixed from 
vignette to vignette. After assessing the 10 vignettes, partici-
pants filled out a demographic questionnaire, were shown a 
debriefing statement, thanked for their participation, and then 
paid $2. The median time respondents participated in studies 
1a and 1b was 18.12 and 18.87 minutes, respectively.

Measures

Vignette dimensions for social constraints. The common 
types of social constraints investigated in the crowding-out 
literature include binding and nonbinding contracts (Mal-
hotra and Murnighan 2002), monetary punishments and 
rewards (Irwin et al. 2014; Mulder et al. 2006), and moral 
incentives (Chen et al. 2009). To operationalize the constel-
lation of social constraints, I use two separate dimensions 
(contract and regulation), each consisting of three levels.

Drawing on Malhotra and Murnighan (2002), levels for 
the contract dimension were operationalized as no contract, 
nonbinding contract, and binding contract. Nonbinding con-
tracts, such as handshakes and verbal promises, facilitate 
exchange sans written agreements; binding contracts, on the 
other hand, encourage exchange with written agreements 
enforceable by organizational rules and laws. The contract 
dimension thus operationalizes social constraints as central-
ized and decentralized controls that emerge from and apply 
to specific exchange relations (via nonbinding verbal prom-
ises or binding agreements). My expectation is that nonbind-
ing contracts will have weak positive effects on trust 
regardless of attribution type (Malhotra and Murnighan 
2002), be it dispositional or situational, because nonbinding 
contracts by definition lack external controls that restrict and 
incentivize behavior. I expect binding contacts to follow the 
dynamics outlined in my integrated model: strong positive 
effects on trust for situational attributions and weak positive 
effects on trust for dispositional attributions.

Levels for the regulation dimension included the follow-
ing: no regulation, nonmonetary regulation, and monetary 
regulation. Drawing on Chen et al. (2009), I operationalize 
the nonmonetary regulation level as a centralized control that 
polices multiple exchange relations with moral incentives 
(e.g., mandatory business ethics classes for transgressions), 
while the monetary regulation level centers on financial 
incentives (e.g., fines). I expect both forms of regulation to 
suffer from attribution biases and generate interaction effects 
outlined in my integrated model.

Endogenous variables. At the bottom of each vignette, par-
ticipants were shown two questions. One question assessed 
participants’ trust, and the other assessed participants’ causal 
attributions. The trust question was structured as an 11-point 
bipolar item and asked participants the following (group 
project elements in brackets): “Given the conditions above, 
to what extent do you trust the auto mechanic [student] to 
provide justifiable and quality auto repairs [to complete 
the assigned data analysis task]?” Response options ranged 
from “complete distrust” (0 value) through “neither trust nor 
distrust” (50 value) to “complete trust” (100 value), with a 
“don’t know” option at the end of the item (study 1a: M = 
6.51, SD = 2.68, minimum = 0, maximum = 10; study 1b: M 
= 7.49, SD = 2.30, minimum = 0, maximum = 10).

The causal attributions question was also structured as an 
11-point bipolar item and asked participants about their 
reported level of causal attributions (group project elements in 
brackets): “Was the value you provided above primarily influ-
enced by characteristics of the situation, primarily influenced 
by characteristics of the mechanic [student], or influenced by 
characteristics of both (if you think both contributed equally, 
mark 50 on the scale)?” Response options ranged from “char-
acteristics of the situation” (0 value) through “characteristics 
of both” (50 value) to “characteristics of the mechanic [stu-
dent]” (100 value), with a “don’t know” option at the end of 
the item (study 1a: M = 5.85, SD = 2.43, minimum = 0, maxi-
mum = 10; study 1b: M = 6.40, SD = 2.36, minimum = 0, 
maximum = 10). In other words, participants were shown two 
evaluation tasks that ranged from 0 to 100 (increasing by 
increments of 10), which were recorded as 11-point bipolar 
variables ranging from 0 to 10 (increasing by increments of 1). 
Trust and causal attributions responses consisting of “don’t 
know” (<0.25 percent) were excluded from the analysis.

Individual-level covariates. Because respondents vary with 
respect to when, where, and how they participated in studies 
1a and 1b, I control for a number of individual-level covari-
ates, Wj, intended to reduce model noise and address non-
independence of observations (among others) that can arise 
from such unsystematic variation. First, it is possible for 
MTurk workers to participate in study 1a or 1b from the same 
Internet protocol (IP) address. In this case, data are likely cor-
related and standard errors downwardly biased, because clus-
tered observations that violate the “stable unit treatment value 
assumption” contain less unique information.5 To address 
this issue, I include dummy variables in which the referent 
category represents all IP addresses with a single partial or 

5This issue can take multiple forms, such as (1) the same worker 
with different MTurk worker identification numbers participat-
ing in a single study from the same IP address (MTurk workers 
can create unique worker identification numbers for any number 
of credit cards they own), (2) cohabitants with different MTurk 
worker identification numbers participating in a single study from 
the same IP address, and (3) different workers from the same 
masked IP address.
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complete experiment and the indicator categories represent 
a vector of IP addresses with multiple partial or complete 
experiments (study 1a: 11 percent of participants from sim-
ilar IP addresses; study 1b: 7 percent of participants from 
similar IP addresses). Second, my models contain a binary 
variable in which the referent category represents complete 
experiments and the indicator category represents partial 
experiments (study 1a: 2 percent of participants were par-
tials; study 1b: 4 percent of participants were partials). This 
is done to account for problems of attrition.

Third, as a manipulation check and to reduce overall model 
noise (Berinsky, Margolis, and Sances 2014), I include two 
binary variables for each true-or-false screener question 
administered directly after the coversheet (and prior to the 10 
vignettes), in which the referent category represents an incor-
rect answer and the indicator category represents a correct 
answer (study 1a: screener 1 = 96 percent correct, screener 2 
= 98 percent correct; study 1b: screener 1 = 95 percent cor-
rect, screener 2 = 94 percent correct). Fourth, I further reduce 
model noise attributed to issues of attention by controlling for 
length of participation in a study (natural logarithm of time in 
minutes) (study 1a: M = 2.90, SD = 0.39, minimum = 0.31, 
maximum = 4.70; study 1b: M = 2.94, SD = 0.42, minimum = 
0.41, maximum = 5.47). Fifth, to account for history effects, I 
include a binary variable in which the referent category repre-
sents the first day of data collection and the indicator category 
represents the second day of data collection (data collection 
was completed in two days for study 1a and study 1b).

Analytic Strategy

My factorial research design yields panel data in which i 
vignettes (i = 1, . . . , 10) are nested within j individuals (j = 
1, . . . , J). As a result, I estimated two-level correlated ran-
dom-effects models with moderation in which lower level 
moderation (i.e., causal attributions) of lower level effects 
(i.e., social constraints and trust) takes place (Mundlak 1978; 
Wooldridge 2010).

The level 1 (or within-level) model takes the following form:

Y X V eij j j ij i i ij= + + +β β δ0 1 ,  (1)

where Yij is a continuous measure of trust in the ith vignette 
for the jth individual, β0 j  is a random intercept term captur-
ing unobserved heterogeneity varying across individuals but 
not vignettes, β1 j  is a nonrandom slope for Xij  (which is a 
vector of vignette dimensions treated as dummy variables 
that vary across both individuals and vignettes), δi  is a non-
random slope for Vi  (which is the ith vignette treated as i – 1 
dummy variables), and eij  is a disturbance term that varies 
over the population of vignettes (assumed normal, indepen-
dent, and identically distributed).

I specify a level 2 model of between-individual variation 
in trust by modeling the random intercept, β0 j, from equa-
tion 1:

β γ γ γ0 00 01 02 0j j j jX W u= + + + ,  (2)

where β0 j  is a random intercept term capturing individual-
level variation in trust, γ00  is an overall population intercept 
for trust, γ01  is a nonrandom slope for X j  (which is a vector 
of individual-specific means for Xij  that vary across individu-
als but not vignettes), γ02  is a nonrandom slope for Wj  (which 
is a vector of individual-level covariates), and u j0  is a random 
disturbance term that varies over the population of individuals 
(assumed normal, independent, and identically distributed).

Because I randomly assigned levels of each dimension to 
vignettes, I can safely assume that Xij  are orthogonal to eij, 
the level 1 disturbance term. I cannot, however, safely 
assume that Xij  are orthogonal to u j0  even though I ran-
domly assigned levels of each dimension to individuals: 
unbalanced distributions of levels of dimensions between 
individuals might correlate with u j0 . That is, individuals 
with greater (lower) proportions of certain levels of a dimen-
sion across the 10 vignettes may produce higher (lower) 
mean levels of trust via learning and fatigue effects for 
instance. If Xij  and u j0  covary, then Xij  conflate within- 
and between-individual components, yielding inconsistent 
but efficient estimates of β1 j. Hausman specification tests 
estimating fixed- and random-effects econometric models 
for panel data support this conclusion (study 1a: χ2[22] = 
66.03, p < .001; study 1b: χ2[22] = 56.72, p < .001).

As a result, I include X j  in equation 2 to decompose (or 
deconflate) the variances of Xij  into within- and between-
individual components, yielding unbiased and consistent 
estimates of β1 j. Because X j ≠ 0, equation 2 allows β0 j  to 
be correlated with X j, which makes β1 j  a within-individual 
between-vignette estimator (or fixed effect) and γ01  repre-
sents the difference between the within- and between-indi-
vidual effect (or the unique contextual effect). In short, the 
inclusion of X j  in equation 2 coupled with the orthogonality 
assumption of Xij  and eij  implies that I can interpret β1 j  as 
causal and unbiased.

To explore heterogeneous treatment effects of social con-
straints on trust by causal attributions (i.e., hypothesis 1), I 
included the following terms to equation 1: β2 j ijA  and 
β3 j ij ijX A , where β2 j  is a nonrandom slope for Aij  (which is 
a continuous measure of causal attributions) and β3 j  is a 
nonrandom slope for X Aij ij  (which is a within-individual 
interaction between Xij  and Aij ). Thus,

Y X A X A V eij j j ij j ij j ij ij i i ij= + + + + +β β β β δ0 1 2 3 .  (3)

To equation 2, I added γ03 Aj  and γ04 X Aj j , where γ03  is 
a nonrandom slope for Aj  (which are individual-specific 
means for Aij  that vary across individuals but not vignettes), 
and γ04  is a nonrandom slope for X Aj j  (which are individ-
ual-specific means for the interaction between Xij  and Aij). 
Like X j , I include Aj  and X Aj j to decompose the effects of 
Aij  and X Aij ij, respectively, into within- and between-indi-

vidual components (Schunck 2013). Thus,

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/236866601_Within-_and_Between-Estimates_in_Random_Effects_Models_Advantages_and_Drawbacks_of_Correlated_Random_Effects_and_Hybrid_Models?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f265a1aa596ee2c40ae740a07a2491b1-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwNzkwODU0OTtBUzo0MDQwNjI3MzU0ODY5NzZAMTQ3MzM0NzQ3MTk0Nw==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/220019933_Econometric_Analysis_of_Cross_SEction_and_Panel_Data?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f265a1aa596ee2c40ae740a07a2491b1-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwNzkwODU0OTtBUzo0MDQwNjI3MzU0ODY5NzZAMTQ3MzM0NzQ3MTk0Nw==
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β γ γ γ γ γ0 00 01 02 03 04 0j j j j j j jX W A X A u= + + + + + .  (4)

Further Details

Further details about my samples and procedures, Amazon.
com MTurk, the exact wording of the vignette scenarios and 
endogenous variables, and model-based and design-based 
assumptions can be found in the Supplemental Materials 
online. See Robbins (2016) for a discussion of the research 
design’s merits and strengths, especially in relation to behav-
ioral economic games.

Results

Although not shown, null models for the car repair and group 
project scenarios yielded relatively small intraclass correla-
tion coefficients (model 1 = .10, model 2 = .14), and statisti-
cal significance was achieved for the level 2 disturbance 
terms in both the car repair ( u j0  = 0.71, SE = 0.05, p < .001) 

Table 1. Two-level Correlated Random-effects Models of Trust with Moderation.

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

 Car Repair Car Repair Group Project Group Project

No contract (reference)  
 Nonbinding contract –0.04 (.04) –0.06 (.11) 0.10** (.03) 0.15 (.11)
 –0.01 –0.004 0.02 0.02
 Binding contract 0.61*** (.04) 1.06*** (.11) 0.37*** (.03) 0.71*** (.10)
 0.11 0.11 0.08 0.08
No regulation (reference)  
 Nonmonetary regulation 0.56*** (.04) 1.00*** (.12) 0.23*** (.03) 0.42*** (.11)
 0.10 0.10 0.05 0.05
 Monetary regulation 0.75*** (.04) 1.41*** (.11) 0.56*** (.03) 1.20*** (.11)
 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.12
Causal attributions 0.18*** (.02) 0.15*** (.02)
 0.09 0.08
 Nonbinding × Attributions 0.01 (.02) –0.01 (.02)
 0.002 –0.004
 Binding × Attributions –0.07*** (.02) –0.05*** (.015)
 –0.03 –0.02
 Nonmonetary × Attributions –0.08*** (.02) –0.03† (.02)
 –0.03 –0.01
 Monetary × Attributions –0.11*** (.02) –0.10*** (.02)
 –0.05 –0.05
Constant 5.54*** (.51) 4.30*** (.69) 5.45*** (.50) 3.60*** (.89)
var( u j0 ) 0.69*** (.06) 0.67*** (.06) 0.70*** (.04) 0.63*** (.04)
var( eij) 2.95*** (.07) 2.90*** (.07) 2.17*** (.06) 2.14*** (.05)
Other vignette dimensions Yes Yes Yes Yes
Vignette dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes
Individual-specific mean dimension Yes Yes Yes Yes
Individual-level covariates Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 13,733 13,733 14,019 14,019
Individuals 1,383 1,383 1,414 1,414

Note: Shown are unstandardized slopes (robust standard errors in parentheses), with standardized slopes in boldface type.
†p < .10, *p < .05, **p < .01, and ***p < .001 (two tailed).

and group project scenarios ( u j0  = 0.73, SE = 0.05, p < 
.001). This suggests that 90 percent and 86 percent of the 
variation in trust is accounted for by contextual and situa-
tional characteristics of the car repair and group project sce-
narios, respectively.

Table 1 presents results of the correlated random-effects 
models predicting trust in the car repair (models 1 and 2) 
and group project (models 3 and 4) scenarios. Models 1 and 
3 provide main effects, while models 2 and 4 provide inter-
action effects. With respect to main effects, models 1 and 3 
show that there was a statistically significant effect of con-
tract on trust at the p < .05 level (model 1: χ2[2] = 304.56,  
p < .001; model 3: χ2[2] = 131.39, p < .001). Post hoc com-
parisons using the Wald test indicated that binding contracts 
were significantly different from and produced greater trust 
than nonbinding contracts (model 1: χ2[2] = 252.61, p < 
.001; model 3: χ2[2] = 60.26, p < .001). Table 1 also shows 
that the binding contract condition was significantly differ-
ent from and produced greater trust than the no contract 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/283083302_From_the_General_to_the_Specific_How_Social_Trust_Motivates_Relational_Trust?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f265a1aa596ee2c40ae740a07a2491b1-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwNzkwODU0OTtBUzo0MDQwNjI3MzU0ODY5NzZAMTQ3MzM0NzQ3MTk0Nw==
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Figure 2. Relationship between social constraints and trust by causal attributions in the car repair scenario (Table 1, model 2).
Note: For panels A to D, solid black slopes indicate dispositional attributions (10), dashed black slopes indicate both dispositional and situational 
attributions (5), and dotted black slopes indicate situational attributions (0).

condition, but that the nonbinding contract condition was 
only significantly different from and produced greater trust 
than the no contract condition in model 3. Likewise, there 
was a statistically significant effect of regulation on trust at 
the p < .05 level (model 1: χ2[2] = 368.39, p < .001; model 
3: χ2[2] = 268.27, p < .001). Post hoc comparisons using the 
Wald test indicated that monetary regulations were signifi-
cantly different from and produced greater trust than non-
monetary regulations (model 1: χ2[1] = 23.22, p < .001; 
model 3: χ2[1] = 100.03, p < .001). Table 1 also shows that 
the nonmonetary regulation and monetary regulation condi-
tions were significantly different from and produced greater 
trust than the no regulation condition.

With respect to interaction effects, models 2 and 4 support 
the dynamics predicted by my integrated model and show 
that there was a statistically significant interaction between 
contract and attributions at the p < .05 level (model 2: χ2[2] = 
24.70, p < .001; model 4: χ2[2] = 12.12, p < .01), and regula-
tion and attributions at the p < .05 level (model 2: χ2[2] = 
41.69, p < .001; model 4: χ2[2] = 39.12, p < .001). Moreover, 
Table 1 indicates that binding contracts, nonmonetary regu-
lations, and monetary regulations yielded significant positive 
effects on trust when situational attributions were drawn 
(i.e., zero on the causal attributions scale), but that these pos-
itive effects declined, to varying degrees depending on the 
type of social constraint, as causal attributions moved from 
situational to dispositional (i.e., from 0 to 10 on the causal 
attributions scale). See Figures 2 and 3 for an illustration of 
these dynamics.

Figures 4 and 5 graphically illustrate the marginal effects 
of social constraints on trust. The solid black line in each 
panel indicates how the slopes for social constraints change 
across causal attributions. Ninety-five percent confidence 
intervals indicate whether, for a given slope along the range 
of causal attributions, social constraints significantly affect 
trust at the p < .05 level. This occurs when the upper and 
lower bounds of a confidence interval are above (or below) 
the dashed zero line. For instance, in Figures 4, the slopes for 
monetary regulations in both scenarios were relatively steep 
when trustworthiness was attributed to situational causes 
(model 2: b = 1.41; model 4: b = 1.20). But as causal attribu-
tions moved from fully situational to fully dispositional, the 
slopes in both scenarios gradually decreased in size, eventu-
ally reaching b = 0.28 in model 2 and b = 0.26 in model 4. As 
expected, similar dynamics were observed in Figure 4 for 
binding contracts and nonmonetary regulations but not for 
nonbinding contracts.

Unlike Figure 4, the marginal effects in Figure 5 reveal 
additional meaningful information beyond what can be 
inferred from the statistically significant interaction terms 
in model 4. First, when attributions were described as both 
situational and dispositional the effect of nonbinding con-
tracts on trust was statistically significant, albeit negligi-
ble in terms of effect size. In other words, for all values 
indicating fully situational or fully dispositional attribu-
tions (i.e., less than 4 or greater than 8, respectively), the 
presence of nonbinding contracts did not significantly 
affect trust. Second, the positive effect of nonmonetary 
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Figure 4. Marginal effects of social constraints by causal attributions in the car repair scenario (Table 1, model 2).

Figure 3. Relationship between social constraints and trust by causal attributions in the group project scenario (Table 1, model 4).
Note: For panels A to D, solid black slopes indicate dispositional attributions (10), dashed black slopes indicate both dispositional and situational 
attributions (5), and dotted black slopes indicate situational attributions (0).

regulations on trust decreases as dispositional attributions 
increase. These effects were statistically significant at all 
values of the causal attributions variable, despite the sta-
tistical insignificance of the interaction term at the p < .05 
level (see model 4).

Robustness Checks
I subjected the findings to a number of robustness checks. 
First, the substantive findings presented in Table 1 are robust 
to the exclusion of respondents who failed the screener 
questions, who partially completed an experiment, who  
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participated in multiple experiments from the same IP 
address, or any combination of all three (see the subsection 
“Individual-level Covariates”). Second, the substantive 
findings presented in Table 1 are also robust to models in 
which Xij  and Aij  were not decomposed into within- and 
between-individual components (see equations 3 and 4). 
The results of these alternative model specifications can be 
found in the Supplemental Materials online.6

Discussion

Results from two large-n survey experiments yielded several 
key findings related to how social constraints influence trust. 
First, across both studies I found social constraints to increase 
trust. Trust significantly grew with the introduction of bind-
ing contracts and monetary regulations, and less so with non-
binding contracts and nonmonetary regulations. Second, as 
predicted, each type of social constraint, with the exception of 
nonbinding contracts, increased trust to the extent that indi-
viduals attributed another’s perceived trustworthiness to the 
situation. But as individuals increasingly attributed another’s 
perceived trustworthiness to disposition, the positive effect of 
social constraints on trust declined. Third, regardless of the 
presence or absence of social constraints (or the type of social 
constraint), reported levels of trust were always greater for 
individuals who drew dispositional versus situational attribu-
tions of another’s perceived trustworthiness.

Figure 5. Marginal effects of social constraints by causal attributions in the group project scenario (Table 1, model 4).

6Also note that excluding vignettes with the uncooperative level 
does not alter the substantive findings presented in Table 1 (results 
are available upon request).

These results shed new light on the debate about whether 
trust blossoms (Farrell 2009; Greif 2006; Knight 2001; 
North 1990; Rothstein and Stolle 2008) or withers (Irwin 
et al. 2014; Malhotra and Murnighan 2002; Mulder et al. 
2006; Simpson and Eriksson 2009) in the presence of social 
constraints. Overall, I find strong support for my integrated 
model. Social constraints promote trust but only under cer-
tain conditions (external attributions). And social constraints 
do not crowd-out trust per se, but instead produce null to 
weak positive effects under a different set of conditions 
(internal attributions). Attribution biases, then, are central to 
how social constraints influence trust. To my knowledge, 
this research is the first to document these particular dynam-
ics, which is theoretically and empirically important given 
how causal attributions are treated as unmeasured and unob-
served mediators in the crowding-out literature. Yet when a 
variable is assumed to mediate—but in reality moderates—
one variable’s effect on another, estimates of total effects are 
biased and inconsistent if said moderation is not statistically 
taken into account (Imai, Keels, and Tingley 2010). Future 
scholarship from the crowding-out perspective should syn-
thesize the causal pathways proposed in my integrated 
model. Two possible routes exist. One route construes causal 
attributions as simultaneously mediating and moderating 
the effects of social constraints on trust. This solution, how-
ever, is not sensible or plausible (see Hayes 2013). The other 
route requires moderated mediation in which causal attribu-
tions moderate the indirect effects of a newly identified 
mechanism linking social constraints to trust. This latter 
solution is possible, but what this new mechanism might be 
I leave for future work.
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Although the pattern of findings is robust across scenar-
ios, a challenge for my statistical model involves the post-
treatment nature of causal attributions. The primary concern 
is that causal attributions, like trust, were neither directly 
manipulated nor randomly assigned to individuals. This  
produces a statistical problem in which it is impossible to 
determine whether causal attributions moderate the con-
straints-trust link or trust moderates the constraints-attribu-
tions link. Regarding this and other issues related to modeling 
interaction effects, Hargens (2009) suggested the following: 
(1) rely on theory to identify which variable moderates the 
other, (2) theoretically outline a mechanism(s) that generates 
moderation, and (3) at some point empirically measure said 
mechanism. In the present manuscript, I accomplish (1) and 
(2) but leave (3) for future research. Even though causal attri-
butions are endogenous and their moderating effects possi-
bly biased, the present research design provides a worthwhile 
and plausible test of my integrated model. This is akin to 
how observational data can deliver existence proofs and spur 
the development of research designs concerned with causal 
identification. The primary goal of my article was to follow 
a similar path: provide an existence proof as a first step into 
a larger research program.

Beyond fundamental statistical challenges, a number of 
avenues for future research exist. First, lack of awareness 
and unrealistic expectations were identified as possible 
sources of how and why some individuals underestimate the 
motivating power of social constraints. I did not, however, 
directly measure either of these inputs. Future work show-
ing direct evidence of each would be a welcome addition to 
the literature. Second, given the hypothetical nature of my 
research design, a replication of the present findings using 
tangible stakes and concrete social constraints in a labora-
tory setting is an important next step. Third, the crowding-
out effect observed in laboratory experiments (Irwin et al. 
2014; Mulder et al. 2006; Simpson and Eriksson 2009) 
diverges from survey-based analyses of the state-trust rela-
tionship (Bjørnskov 2007; Delhey and Newton 2005; 
Herreros 2004; Robbins 2011, 2012a, 2012b). Although the 
present work adds a nuanced understanding of how political 
institutions might render or erode trust, future research 
should nonetheless investigate this cleavage in greater 
detail. Fourth, and finally, the logic of the crowding-out tra-
dition has been applied to other related causes (e.g., reputa-
tions) and effects (e.g., generalized trust and trustworthiness) 
(Kuwabara 2015; Simpson and Eriksson 2009). Given the 
present findings, it would be advisable for future research to 
explore whether and to what extent causal attributions mod-
erate these observed relationships.

To conclude, I find that social constraints increase trust. 
But the positive effect is conditional and does not always 
occur, thereby supporting my integrated model. Ultimately, 
those who attribute another’s perceived trustworthiness to 
dispositional factors produce greater trust than those who do 
not, even in the presence of social constraints.
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